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KEY FACTS 
• Phillystran PSWR 1500 ropes, diameter 
 5.3”, length 55 ft and 63 ft

• Twaron aramid fiber with braided 
 polyester fiber jackets

• Break strength 1.5 million lb

• Four spliced ropes manufactured to a  
 +/- 0.5% (+/- 4inch) length tolerance

• Length tolerance between each rope  
 pair +/- 0.13% (+/- 1inch).  

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

“A +/- 0.5% (+/- 4inch) 
length tolerance is 
unprecedented for a  
spliced rope of this kind, 
achieving it reduced the  
risk to the boom during 
the move.” 

Normally the dragline move would involve 
either disassembling the machine or lowering 
the power lines to the ground allowing the 
dragline to carefully pass over them. 

“We considered both approaches, but neither 
was attractive due to the cost and disruption 
to power service or mining operations,” 
says Spencer Thompson, Maintenance 
Manager with North American Mining. “We 
decided to lower the boom and pass under 
the two 550,000V power lines. This had the 
advantage of speed as well as reducing the 

exposure of conductive steel wires to the 
power lines.

“We first lowered the dragline boom to the 
ground and removed it. We then attached 
the ropes to a temporary mast and the 
gantry. Once the gantry was suspended, 
the ropes were tensioned to remove any 
stretch by adding the appropriate amount 
of counterweight to the gantry tip, and the 
dragline walked under the powerlines. It went 
very well; we completed the dragline walk 
within 45 minutes.”

The North American Mining Company, a subsidiary of the North American Coal 
Corporation, has walked a Marion 7820 Key-1 dragline, without a boom, under 
a pair of 550,000V power lines to a new phase at the CEMEX FEC Quarry in 
South Florida. Phillystran Aramid PSWR 1500 fiber ropes, with spliced ends, 
supported the dragline boom during the move under the power lines.

Dragline Move under 550,000V 
Power Lines  
USA




